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Lelouch and cc fanfic

The thing that none of us understand is that there is no place. No heroes or villains. There is only my wish and how will I find it. Language: English words: 15,029 Chapter: 4/? Kudos: 9 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 201 From C.C.c.c's grocery shopping shop in Lelouch's OCD-induced decorated. The Wizard and
the Warlock will celebrate christmas very mercy Christmas. Won't you come and join them in their post-Requiem battery? Language: 4 Hits: 9,746 Chapters: 4/4 Kudos: 25 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 186 Things Went A Little Different For Lelouch When Facing His Parents In C A World.CC Is Gaze On These
Events, And That Came Later. Part 22 of Shippy Nico's Advanced Calendar 2020 Language: English Words: 1,570 Chapters: 1/1 Kudo : 8 Hits: 176 Prompt: Ice skatingOriginally part of 25 Days of Shipmas Language: Words English: 411 Chapters : 1/1 Collection: 1 Kudos: 11 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 122
Numerous Deciding To Clear Lelo Name And Lelouch - Conveniently – Around that time decided to visit his sister in disguise, because she just misses it a lot. but what happens when he learns that people for some reason cannot remember him as a bloody emperor? Language: English Words: 21,832
Chapters: 5/? Kudos: 30 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 845 Languages: English Words: 4,079 Chapters: 36/? Kudos: 205 Bookmarks: 14 Hits: 3603 Superhero Au in geasse code no one is asked to fly forSlight with an Action Part 1 scene of Superhero Au in code geasse no one asks for language: English word:
1,1,000 898 Chapter: 1/1 Hits: 102 -In an absurd turn of events where the Requiem Zero could not have played out, Lelouch remained seated in Damocles as the first premie superpower in the world above all. He remains the Emperor, is uniting the world against him and having a slew of prisoners who
had to serve his former allies. To relieve her despair and perhaps indulge in a long-term famine, Lelouch summons Kallen to her chair, she makes wearing her belly clothes and intends to ravag her as well as every single woman known to her throughout her journey, imprisoned under her heel. Language:
English words: 4,908 Chapter: 1/? Kudos: 84 Bookmarks: 36 Hits: 4165 Time is a funny thing how someone born just a bit earlier makes all the difference this is the story of Lelouch and his rebellion. (I don't own Code Geass, Code Geass is property of Sunrise Inc) Language: English Words: 11,022
Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 7 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 405 The Blessings of the Sea brought them together. Now it was in the corner that would split them apart. A Prens had his duties, his family, his kingdom. And a sin ... Well, a sin was nothing. But the wish remains. To become one that they were and dissolved in
the sea that made love impossible matters. It should be enough. Language: English Words: 4,007 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 13 Bookmarks: Hits: 103 朱雀和魯路修希望能儘快完成零之鎮魂曲, 無奈總是有各種妨礙者出來攪局, 或是發⽣莫名其妙的意外。 Language: 中⽂-普通话 國語 words: 92,253 Chapters:
32/32 Kudos: 14 Bookmarks: 1 Hit: 733 In which two souls try to understand. Language: English Words: 1,756 Chapters: 1/5 Kudos: 8 Hits: 221 You can fly more flies with honey than with vinegar. Lelouch tells C.C. about his plan to use Suzaku's patricide against him, which he decides he has to
intervene. Suzaku Kururugi is dangerous, and poker him as to what would get him accomplishment killing. And since Lelouch refuses to use his Geass on his 'friend', there is only one solution. Seduction. So Surgery Seduce Suzaku performed. It is time for Lelouch to tap into his unused sexual potential
and claim his nights. Or, one of where C.C. unknownly saved countless people by finding Lelouch and Suzaku to fuck (and weighing in on an orgasm too), Lelouch stops being like a virgin, and Suzaku doesn't quite get a mud, but he gets more than that. Language: English Words: 7,557 Chapters: 1/1
Kudos: 72 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1023 J'ai... anaestied... thats world... pour highlights cerer... unveau..., says let Démont der der Qu'est-il unleashed April when counement of it impratrice Nunnally? Que's son devenis ses companion d'ame? Receding que pense-t-il fighters, two sons of oeuvre? Language:
Francisis Mo: 531 Chapters: 1/1 Hits: 21 Something to Judge Lelouch and is not happy that it involves Euphy and Suzaku. More importantly, what has C.C. have to do with it? [AU] Language: English Words: 5,060 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 26 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 274 Some pains are never meant to leave.
Some ghostly betrayal are here to stay. Tiss the burden of a Witch who only a Warlock could ease. And he knows how. [Insert shortly after Emperor's Wish] Part 2 of the Emperor's Language: English Words: 5,477 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 23 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 558 Final Judgment It Is at Hand. The price is
set and the plan is in motion. But Emperor Lelouch discovers his lover's secrets, and he will haunt him beyond his death. Part 1 of the Emperor's Language: English Words: 50,345 Chapters: 13/13 Kudos: 105 Bookmarks: 14 Hits: 2191 In which one bad sex-ed class derailed Lelouch's plan for global
consequences. Quite literally. English: 3,524 Chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 54 Bookmarks: 13 Hits: 707 and What You Do When a Guy Named Julius Klisley as Thanks to you to 'play with us' while holding the lelouch hand like the creepy girls from the shining?OR: lelouch and julius are here to cause problems,



suzaku is a dragon hunter, there is so much God's damn culture and self-love is just another way to love yourself – unless you're Suzaku Kurugi. Language: English Words: 8,090 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 11 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 212 My Mind in Lelouch as the Hero perseus son of Zeus of the Modern
Language: English Words: 871 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 11 Hits: 73 Check this out. I made a new blog helping my life and the life of anyone else out there seeking Lelouch x C.C. fantasies easier. This blog will be a collection of fixed mostly from tumblr and possibly later from fanfiction.net and ao3 as well.
Hopefully it helps. See more posts like this on Tumblr #code geass #lelouch lamperouge #lelouch virinia #fanfiction #collection #drabble #suzaku kurugi #kallen kozuki #lelouch x c.c. #cluclu #lulucc #c.c. #nunnally lamperouge #nunnally visit #kallen stadtfeld psycho than x code x geassC.C. to ask how
Sybil made his judgments. How he chose the most perfect ones for the perfect trade, and he never quite believed in his abilities as much as he did now, as he watched Lelouch with his fingers on the trigger of a dominator with his eyes brilliantly and FAIRLY AND PRIDE. Proudly in his racks as MWPSB
inspects. Justice for a corruption society has corrupted its sister. It was so powerless though. Look at her, so determined, she asked if she knew. Dominate's weight was crushing it sometimes. But no one would ever guess just by watching him. It was C.C. after all. Cut Suzaku's voice across the
communique, distinct and dry. In the key. Shepherd 1, Hound 3. Beware.C.C. has flown beside Lelouch, stealthy as a cat. Kallen has already turned the corner. He wasn't sure how to describe the look in his eyes when triggered him close. When the coefficient of crime kept coming up as under 30, under
20, 0.Li extended his hand, one of Sybil's bloody guns, and his smile was just a little unnerving as he said, this is a deal. x code evangelion (pt. 2) Your mother lives on in your unit, Lelouch. Lelouch stiff. His eyes broke together; her mouth became a forgives straight line. The moon slipped off his hair, and
he didn't pull his chest cover as he slipped from his side, touching the ground and hardly backing up his remaining weight. It's more evangelion x rope x geassLelouch! I... His speech became distorted and gargé. C.C. couldn't make out the static out of his voice, and something like panic began setting in.
Ridiculous. There was no reason why they panic. It was the key. Eva had the power to finish that in one hit, but if Lelouch. If it—Read MORE HOW DO YOU KILL A WITCH? (PT. 1) The sun had just started diving under the horizon when Lelouch came out the shop, a thin sheen of sweat on his forehead.
The heat softened with heat flip flip, which makes it more wanting to return home than usual. He had a cart in one hand and freight rest of the day with a clear set to the other. Cutting the metal in her skin and feeling cool. He called Rolo, raped on his knives against the frame of a signal for rush. It took a
few moments, but then the boy appeared to be behind the back, and the flour broke all over his clothes. Lelouch couldn't help but raise a forehead and give a poor hidden chuckle. Brother... Draining rolo's smile soon gave a demi-smile complex, though, while he was drying his hand against his pants and
quickly from the tepid briz. The earlier bustling shop was now barren and empty, ready for another sugar tomorrow. Day in and day out. Lelouch felt a sudden meeting of annoying in the thought as he closed the door, but before he could explore it, there was an explosion in a side's voice out of two lives
and then Suzaku's height formed rounded the corner. It was easy to say something was wrong by the roar, but before Lelouch thought twice about it, Rolo lifted him down. Suzaku was turned off, the expression formed a tight smile, and fled. No introduction, just Lelouch, have you seen Shirley? Keep
reading this love!! Lulu and C.C. as Mr&amp;gt; Mrs Smith on 'TheBestAMVsOfaltime' Channel by Indivisible (How does the team I do it on mobile???) They were all left in the end, was his only response, though he did not properly respond. And, more quietly by itself: Only natural would you, too. He
remembered the night where he would moderate him, quietly lying on his shirt. He never wondered why he would cry—his grip tightened a thread in his shirt when he made a small move away he told him enough. But as careful as he was, and as toasted as he was with details of himself, he never knew
his full story. He reaches out to keep his hands cruel to him. I forbid, C.C. I shouldn't have—I told you that well. He tries to brush his hand gloves on him, but Lelouch has only taken it as a cup to wrap his arm around him. There is no reaction from him, but at least he didn't push him away. What part of me
left and steering an explanation is 'fine'? He's using a different shampoo now, he thinks suddenly. I realized that I was a fool—I know now. Is there a point in that conversation? It's her voice wrong against Lelouch's stern dress. Do you finally go to apologize? It's been five years. Will you at least let me out
for dine? Do you think going out for one meal that will make up for leaving me in the middle of the night? He may feel he's starting to write his life. At least let me try. There's silence, and it stretches and stretches like rubber strips. Just as he was on the handwriting—it was a stupid idea, I should just ignore
him when I saw him on the sidewalk—He hears a tutor, he hears the flames on his mouth, and conveniently wraps his arms around his waist. How relentless as always. gaga kill x string geass Usually. Mao falls on a knee and protects himself so far from the ground to earn the ground. The C.C. tsked in
itself. Mao was the most enthusiastic of the Jaegers, and there was no doubting his sanitary being ... questionnaire at its best. But C.C. lacked it. Unfortunate as he was, he would find a soft spot in his heart, or what he left him. Read more a collage of C.C. and Lelouch See what in the app shows more
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